Abstract: Aiming at the application of zooming image distance measurement to mobile robot, the related key technologies are investigated in detail in this paper. Firstly, camera parameter calibration is conducted. The camera focus, optical center displacement between two foci, principal point and aberration coefficients are calculated accurately. Then, robust feature matching based on SIFT is realized by the geometrical constraint of a zooming image. Finally, the 3D reconstruction model of zooming image is established. The experimental results based on real sample images validate the practicability of the related algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
The depth estimation based on the image is one of the basic problems in computer vision domain, it is a key step towards the goal of image understanding and plays an important role in environmental perception of mobile robots [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Usually the vision systems for distance measurement can be broadly divided into monocular stereo vision, binocular stereo vision and omnidirectional stereo vision. The high performance and real-time of the monocular stereo vision system for mobile robots can be found a wide range of applications [6] [7] [8] [9] , comparing with the binocular vision system and omnidirectional stereo vision system, the monocular stereo vision system has the advantages of lower power and cost. The tasks of distance measurement using a single camera can be roughly divided into two ways: one is that the measured object is not moving, while the camera moves back and forth in a straight distance for a known distance to model and calculate the distance of the object from the camera; another is to take image respectively on two focal length by using electric or manual zoom lens, distance can be measured by matching the same object on the two images. The latter is implemented easily and widely investigated. The method of using zoom lenses to achieve the depth estimation is proposed by Ma and Olsen [10] , which shows that the zoom image can provide the information about depth in theory. Detailed research works on the optical characteristics of the zoom lens are presented by Lavest [11, 12] . In order to describe the zoom lenses, the accurate depth estimation must be modelled with thick lenses. Zoom lens model has three parameters in terms of the zoom, focus, and aperture, which is proposed by Asada and Baba based on the actual structure of the lens [13, 14] . A detailed analysis of bifocal imaging principle and characteristics of stereoscopic imaging system testing is carried out by Liu and the experiment is also made [15, 16] . An active vision tracking technology with zoom tracking is proposed by Fayman [17] , it applies the depth estimation of zooming image into the field of visual tracking, extends the application field of zooming image depth estimation techniques. Camera calibration and three dimensional reconstruction technology based on SIFT feature matching and characteristics are investigated in this paper, which is based on building a system of the zooming range on the omnidirectional mobile robot experimental platform. The related algorithms are proved effectively and practically, which are based on the results of the experimental tests and the true collection of the images.
electrical zoom lens is installed with the car carried CCD camera, which can be controlled to adjust the focal length through the program. Depth calculation of the target object or the feature point can be calculated through the algorithm, only in a certain position for the robot, the camera zooms automatically and collects the two images. As shown in Fig. 1(b) , two images are very clear, in the first focused one with a focal length of 18mm, and then get the images at focal length of 55mm, and can guarantee the follow-up of the image matching and the depth reconstruction of image precisely.
2.2. Camera parameter calibration 2.2.1 Focal length and distortion coefficients of calibration General parameters of the camera calibration are the focal length, principal point, and distortion coefficients, there are no much difference with the ordinary camera calibration under a fixed zoom lens parameters. A form is needed to set up and record a series of camera zoom lens calibration for different sets of results, in order to establish the accurate model of describing the zoom camera. The stability of calibration under the same set of data for the manual zoom cameras should be also considered.
In order to complete the depth estimations, only parameters under two focal lengths need to be calibrated. We only need to calibrate the internal and external parameters of the focal length between the maximum focal length 55mm (abbreviated F55) and minimum focal length 18mm (abbreviated F18) of the zoom camera, by using the method of image acquisition and the camera.
There are lots of calibration methods such as Tsai, Weng, Zhang and Matlab calibration toolbox [18] . The Matlab calibration toolbox is easy to use, and contains five distortion factors which can ensure the camera model's accuracy, so it is adopted in this paper. Parameter model of the Matlab calibration Toolbox camera is:
A focal length f c is a vector with dimension 1×2, which includes an array of vertical and horizontal pixel focal length. Main point of vector for cc is dimensioned as 1×2, which represents the center of the image coordinates. alpha_c is tilt factor and represents the tilt angle in the x and y directions. In addition, distortion factor kc is a vector of 1×5, which contains related factors of the radial distortion and the tangential distortion.
The settings of parameters of the camera model in the calibration Toolbox are shown in Tab. 1. The corresponding relation of a simplified parameter model of the camera and the parameter model of calibration toolbox camera is as follows:
The method of the image correction is as follows: let a space point's coordinates be (X c , Y c , Z c ) under the reference coordinate system of the camera, without considering the influence of internal parameters and distortions, the coordinate of the point on the image plane is:
Set r 2 = x 2 + y 2 , the image projective coordinates after introducing the distortion factor are:
( ) (4) where dx is the tangential distortion, which is expressed as follows:
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Finally if the internal parameters of the camera are known, the projection coordinates of the point P on the image are:
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2.2.2 The calibration of the optical center offset between the focal length The optical center refers to the offset of the light H o in the thick lens model. The location of zooming camera and the space point P are remained the same, as shown in Fig. 2 . The locations of H o and H i of the internal and external optical center are changed, when the focal length of the camera changes from f 1 to f 2 .
The displacement d Δ of the outside optical center H o is a key parameter when taking the depth estimation of the zooming image. If the location of the camera and the space point P remain the same, we can calibrate the object distance under the various focal lengths, that is the distance of the outside optical center H o to the space point P, we can get the displacement
Graphic template method proposed by Zhang is used to calibrate the camera [19] . In general, the origin of the world coordinate system is fixed in the calibration panel, and is located on the upper-left of the calibration panel, the Z axis perpendicular to the plane of the calibration plate, as shown in Fig. 3 . 
FEATURE MATCHING BASED ON THE SIFT
The key issue to all image registration techniques is how to characterize images, Harris corner detection operator, SUSAN corner detection operator and SIFT detection operator etc. can be usually adopted. SIFT operator is chosen because it is insensitive to light, rotation and scaling. SIFT operator is ideally selected to detect and match image features because of rotation, translation and scaling relations of the same scene in two images taken in different focal lengths.
Some wrong matching results will exist inevitably when matching the image based on the SIFT algorithm [20] [21] [22] . To a large extent, the application and improvement of the SIFT algorithm will depend on the correct matching levels. So, how to determine matching results of right and wrong will be the primary problem to settle. There is a basic assumption in the research of the depth estimation of the zooming image, in ideal condition, the radial gradients of the matching points are the same (matching point of P1 and P2 in Fig. 4 ). In the image coordinate system, the origin is the zoom center. Obviously, the equal of the radial gradient is necessary to correct the matching point. So this condition can remove the error in the matching results.
But in fact, radial slope of match-point (P1' and P2' of Fig. 4) can not be exactly the same due to image distortion and other factors. Therefore, a reasonable allowed degree from experiments not at liberty is given to screen an ideal match-point and those false matches should be excluded caused by the matching algorithm. N linear equations on match-point can be obtained from N pairs of matching point in a pair of zooming image because a pair of matching points can determine a straight line. The matrix equation is:
The matrix equation (8) can be abbreviated as follows: Fig. 4 . The ideal match-point and the actual match-point in the zooming image.
Obviously, the zooming center of θ = (Z x , Z y ) can be transformed into the least squares parameter estimation problem. Zooming center of θ is uniquely determined when N > 2:
Match-point radial angle can be calculated on two linear equations determined by a pair of match points and zooming center after zooming center is determined. 
i i
x y are set as coordinates of a pair of matching points respectively. Radial angle of any pair of matching points is:
Size level and distribution of the radial angle detected by the simple structure of the scene is provided as a reference for the false matching removal before matching the actual image. [a,b] is a distribution range of matching point radial angle detected assumedly.
is a set of matching points achieved from match of zooming images based on traditional SIFT algorithm and 
where b is equal to the maximum acceptable radial angle of match-point as a = 0 is ordered generally after the removal of actual false match. To sum up, SIFT featured false matching elimination algorithms of zooming an image based on geometry constraints are composed of the following steps:
Step 1: Match-point set f Δ of zooming image is achieved by the traditional SIFT method.
Step 2: Zooming center of zooming image is estimated by type (10) according to the match-point set P.
Step 3: Radial angle set A of match-point is calculated by type (11).
Step 4: Ideal match-point set P´ is obtained by type (12).
DEPTH ESTIMATION OF ZOOMING IMAGE
Zoom is equivalent to the distance as the optical center of the camera move along the optical axis ( f Δ of Fig. 5 ) in pinhole model. The variation of object distance (distance between the optical center of the camera and the object) in the pinhole model is equivalent to the variation of focal length (amount of the optical center pan). Depth information of the object can be obtained by the image composed by at least two different focal lengths in this model. As shown in Fig. 5 , the object depth is calculated as follows: 
where r 1 and r 2 are the radial radius of a pair of matching points of zooming an image determined by the image coordinates of the foregoing SIFT match-point.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS

Results of calibration
Grid size of the flat template used in experiments is 30 mm×30 mm. The pixel resolution of the original image is 2352×1568. Ten groups of calibrated image data containing two images collected in the focal length of F18 and F55 are collected totally. The final results and analysis of calibration of the experiments of about 20 images collected in each focal length are given below.
Calibration results of the focal length
Calibration results of focal length f are shown in Fig. 6 and direct data of calibration toolbox are based on pixels. The curve of the results of calibration in focal length F18 is shown in Fig. 6(a) . The curve of the results of calibration in focal length F55 is shown in Fig. 6(b) . More stable results are obtained although the data collected, times, focus and the number of frames of images calibrations are different.
Calibration results of the main point
Calibration results of the main point [u 0 , v 0 ] are shown in Fig. 7 and the circle is set with the center of mean and radius of standard deviation. The statistical properties of the calibration results are shown in Table 2 . The accuracy of the calibration is reflected in the deviation and the stability of the calibration data is reflected in the standard deviation. The relatively stable main point in two focal lengths of F18 and F55 can be seen from Fig. 7 . A unique main point is needed in depth estimation as the two focal lengths do not overlap and there is a certain gap between them. Therefore, according to the lens with larger main point offset in the zooming process, a relative zooming center is needed to find to replace the main point.
Calibration results of the distortion coefficient
Calibration results of the distortion coefficient, which are dimensionless data, are shown in Fig. 8 . The curve of the calibration results in F18 with distortion coefficient is shown in Fig. 8(a) and the curve of the calibration results in F55 with distortion coefficient is shown in Fig. 8(b) . Compared to other parameters of the distortion coefficients, it is more stable under the focal length of F18. However, the distortion coefficient of the zoom lens is completely different in different focal lengths. Distortion coefficient, which changes as the focal length changes in a focal length, is relatively stable.
Calibration results of optical center offset
Only optical center displacement between the focal length of 18mm and focal length of 55mm is calibrated. Ten groups of zooming images of the calibration plate collected by adopting zoom center calibration are shown in Fig. 9 . Calibration results of optical center displacement between F18 and F55 are shown in Fig. 10 . The depth value of outside optical center of F18 and F55 to world coordinate is shown in Fig. 10(a) . The curve of calibration results of optical center displacement between the focal length of 18mm and the focal length of 55 mm is shown in Fig. 10(b) .
The statistical characteristics of the results of optical center displacement calibration are shown in Table 3 and the mean is used in depth calculations on zooming images.
The variation of the focal length is not equivalent to the variation of object distance from the calibration results of optical center displacement. The thick lens model is more suitable to describe the lens of a zooming camera due to the clear gap between variation of focal length with value of ∆f = 53.0607-18.5345 = 34.5262 mm and the displacement of optical center displacement which is only 14.5740 mm. 
(a) Calibration results with kc in F18. Fig. 11(a) . False match-point can be found from direct matching results of SIFT algorithm and the number of match-point is 158. False matches are eliminated by an algorithm based on geometry constraint of zooming images from the results of false matching removal in Fig.  11 (c) and the number of remaining matching points is 128 accounting for 81.01% of the total number. The results of the 3D reconstruction are shown in Fig. 11(d) . The original zooming image of the computer is shown in Fig. 12(a) . Some false matching points can be found from the direct matching results of SIFT algorithm and the total number of match-point is 35. The results of a false matching removal are shown in Fig. 12(c) and the number of remaining match points is 26 accounting for 74.29% of the total number. The results of the 3D reconstruction are shown in Fig. 12(d) . 3D data are processed based on the method of the Delaunay triangulation of minimum interior angle on the principle of maximizing. The purpose of single-camera ranging is achieved based on showing distance between feature points of 3D surface and the robot using the colors of the triangulation area to represent the depth values of points in the scene.
Depth estimation accuracy comparison between zooming image and binocular vision is shown in Table 4 . As we can see that the accuracy of binocular vision is higher than zooming image, the reason is that binocular vision uses least square method to calculate depth information, while the 3D reconstruction model of zooming image is simple as shown in (13) . But the zooming image distance measurement system can still be applied in many situations due to its simple realization and higher performance cost ratio.
CONCLUSION
A single camera zoom ranging system for mobile robot locating in a position is established to achieve depth estimation of zooming estimation. Depth calculations of the feature points of two images captured and uploaded to the on-board computer are achieved by the computer algorithm and the camera is zoomed automatically. Firstly, camera focal length, optical center shift between different focal length, principal point coordinates and distortion coefficients are calculated accurately and parameter calibration of zooming camera is studied based on the characteristics of zooming camera. Secondly, robust matching of feature points is achieved based on the SIFT matching algorithm and geometric constraint of zooming an image. The experimental results of depth estimation of complexity scene show that the correlation algorithm is effective and practical, which establishes the technical foundation of further real-time applications based on 3D reconstruction model of zooming images. 
